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Results
The initial retail campaign saw 28
appointments obtained equalling 
around 25% of FAP’s target
marketplace. Obtaining such a high 
number of appointments with
financial directors in the top 100 financial directors in the top 100 
retail companies resulted in The Key 
being asked to expand into the 
commercial sector and focus not only 
on purchase audit but also the
property and fraud services offered 
by FAP.

The commercial campaign saw aThe commercial campaign saw a
further 34 appointments obtained 
and these contained a mix of both 
purchase, fraud and property led
appointments. Despite working appointments. Despite working 
through extremely trying economic 
conditions The Key exceeded FAP’s 
expectations in both the quality and 
quantity of the appointments gained.

FAP Europe are the 2nd largest
purchase audit company in the UK and purchase audit company in the UK and 
work with companies such as Tesco’s 
and Halfords helping them to recover 
lost profit throughout the purchase to 
payment cycle. FAP claim a percentage 
of what they recover through errors in
the payment cycle.

Aim
FAP’s aim when approaching The Key was to increase their 
share of the UK retail market. The Key was tasked with ob-
taining high quality appointments at director level in the top 
100 retailers in the UK.

Working closely with the client we determined which
companies to approach based on the turnover and
potential recovery rate for our client, this was
important as FAP only claim a percentage of what they re-
cover.

Solution
We initially focused on retailers with a turnover in excess of 
£200 million, identifying details of financial directors. In
several instances a consultative approach was also required 
when liaising with internal audit departments.

Professional communication was a must throughout the Professional communication was a must throughout the 
campaign, speaking with high level financially focused
directors required in depth knowledge of our clients’
services, their competitors approach and the marketplace. services, their competitors approach and the marketplace. 
Due to the high value nature of each appointment, much of 
the emphasis was on building a lasting relationship with the 
prospect by using both an informative and consultative ap-
proach. By working closely with our client, and feeding back 
vital information, we excelled in making the most out of
every opportunity.

We were soon asked to include both fraud and property
audit services into our conversations and this saw us move 
into the commercial sector once again with great success, 
securing appointments with numerous multi-national
companies with turnovers in excess of £400 Million.
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